TERMS IN CATALYST

The term structure in Catalyst identifies the naming convention as **CYYT**.

- (C) Century of Record
- (YY) Calendar Year of Team
- (T) Month Term Begins

*Note: When using term codes, it is wise to accompany them with the Academic Career code. This is because the values may vary in some instances. For example, the start and end dates could be unique for Medical (MED) vs. Undergrad (UGRD).*

---

**Fall Semester 2016**

\[ 2 \quad 1 \quad 6 \quad 8 \]

2 = Century of Record

16 = Calendar Year of Term

8 = Month Term Begins

**Month Values**

- 8: Fall Semester
- 1: Spring Semester
- 5: Summer Semester
- 9: Fall Quarter
- 0: Winter Quarter
- 3: Spring Quarter
- 6: Summer Quarter
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